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  [image: This image depicts the fruit fly nerve cord connectome. It highlights 930 neurons, a subset of the full set of reconstructed neurons.]The Expansion of Volume Electron Microscopy
Danielle Gerhard, PhD  | Sep 8, 2023 | 6 min read
A series of technological advancements for automation and parallel imaging made volume electron microscopy more user friendly while increasing throughput.

  


UK unis want spin-off fund
Elie Dolgin  | Mar 10, 2009 | 2 min read
Britain's top universities have asked the government for £1 billion ($1.4 billion) to finance university spin-off companies, a measure that could help bolster the faltering UK economy and prop up the biotech industry, according to__ linkurl:Education Guardian.;http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2009/mar/10/research-funding Image: flickr/a.drian__The call was spearheaded by Imperial College London with backing from the universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and Edinburgh, as well as the linkur

  


Spinning Up To Speed: A Profile of Nonrefrigerated Microcentrifuges
Michael Brush  | Jan 18, 1998 | 10+ min read
Date: January 19, 1998 Chart 1 Chart 2 Chart 3 They sometimes go by different names. Be it an "air-cooled," "ambient," "ventilated," or "nonrefrigerated" model, they are all the same thing: a microcentrifuge that gets cold only in the cold room. Useful and popular, there are plenty of nonrefrigerated microcentrifuges to choose from across a spectrum of styles, features,, and prices. LabConsumer contacted 19 manufacturers and dealers of nearly 50 nonrefrigerated microcentrifuges in compiling dat

  [image: a centrifuge from a birds-eye view, spinning quickly with a colored blur&nbsp;]Scientists Use Centrifuge to Discover a Hormone
Katherine Irving  | Jan 23, 2023 | 3 min read
A new method for isolating extracellular fluid aims to discover molecules with therapeutic potential that were previously obscured by highly abundant proteins.

  [image: ]Messing with HIV
Jef Akst  | Jun 1, 2012 | 1 min read
Sangamo Biosciences is putting a different spin on gene therapy. 

  


Still Spinning After All These Years: A Profile of the Ultracentrifuge
Michael Brush  | Oct 10, 1999 | 10+ min read
Date: October 11, 1999Ultracentrifuges Contacts for Ultracentrifuges Products Beckman Coulter's Optima MAX High-Capacity Personal Ultracentrifuge It boggles the mind when you think about it--a few pounds of well-balanced titanium or aluminum spinning steadily along at 1,667 revolutions per second, creating forces that approach one million times the pull of gravity. The ability to generate such speeds and forces through ultracentrifugation has contributed much to our understanding of biological

  [image: Image of an abstract fractal blue and green sea shell. ]Cell Chirality Offers Clues to the Mystery of Body Asymmetry
Catherine Offord  | Feb 1, 2022 | 10+ min read
Researchers explore the idea that molecular patterns in individual cells could underlie the development of a left and a right in animals. 

  


Its Cold In There!: A Profile of Refrigerated Tabletop Centrifuges
Michael Brush  | Mar 1, 1998 | 10+ min read
Date: March 2, 1998 Chart 1 efrigeration is wonderful, especially when applied to centrifuges. Not only does refrigeration help maintain the stability of biological compounds whirling along at several thousand revolutions per minute, it also enables the use of higher speeds and g-forces. The friction encountered by a rotor spinning through the air in its chamber is enough to raise its temperature several degrees. Refrigeration counteracts this effect and thus expands the usefulness of centrifug

  


Sequestration Threatens Science 
Bob Grant  | Sep 19, 2012 | 3 min read
If Congress can't reach an agreement on reducing the federal deficit by $1.2 trillion, automatic decreases to key federal science agency budgets go into effect.

  [image: technology transfer patent licensing academic research federal grant patent innovation]Opinion: Taxpayers Should Cover Portion of Patent Costs
Paul R. Sanberg  | Oct 9, 2019 | 4 min read
Federal grant support for technology transfer at universities will strengthen the national innovation system.
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